Ineffectiveness of probiotics in preventing recurrence after curative resection for Crohn’s disease: a randomised controlled trial with *Lactobacillus GG*
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**Background and aims:** Experimental studies have shown that luminal bacteria may be involved in Crohn’s disease. Probiotics are a possible alternative to antibiotics. The aim of this randomised placebo controlled study was to determine if *Lactobacillus GG*, given by mouth for one year, could prevent Crohn’s recurrent lesions after surgery or to reduce their severity.

**Methods:** Patients operated on for Crohn’s disease in whom all of the diseased gut had been removed were randomly allocated to receive 12 billion colony forming units of *Lactobacillus GG* or identical placebo for one year. Ileocolonoscopy was performed at the end of the trial or at the onset of symptoms. Endoscopic recurrence was defined as grade 2 or higher of Rutgeerts scoring system.

**Results:** Eight of 45 patients were excluded from the trial [three for non-compliance and five for protocol violations]. Clinical recurrence was ascertained in three [16.6%] patients who received *Lactobacillus GG* and in two [10.5%] who received placebo. Nine of 15 patients in clinical remission on *Lactobacillus GG* [60%] had endoscopic recurrence compared with six of 17 [35.3%] on placebo [p=0.297]. There were no significant differences in the severity of the lesions between the two groups.

**Conclusions:** *Lactobacillus GG* seems neither to prevent endoscopic recurrence at one year nor reduce the severity of recurrent lesions.

A large body of evidence from both animal models and clinical observations suggests that the most probable inducer of chronic inflammation in Crohn’s disease are luminal bacteria. The inflammatory process is thought to be the result of interaction between the immune response of the host and the enteric flora in susceptible individuals. Current methods of treatment vary from blocking the immune response using immunosuppressors to eliminating luminal bacteria by antibiotics. Among more than 400 species of resident flora, it seems that anaerobic bacteria and *Escherichia coli* (*E coli*) play potentially harmful roles. Antibiotics are usefully employed in the treatment of active Crohn’s disease but side effects and bacterial resistance limit their use long term.

To counterbalance harmful bacteria, manipulation of the bacterial flora with probiotics is an appealing alternative. Probiotics are viable bacteria which, when ingested, offer benefits to human health. Their therapeutic effects may include competitive action with commensal and pathogenic flora and influence on the immune response through various mechanisms. Probiotics have been used successfully in the treatment of acute gastrointestinal diseases such as antibiotic associated diarrhoea, *Clostridium difficile* infection, traveller’s diarrhoea, and rotavirus diarrhoea. Recently, some investigators have reported success with different strains of probiotics in the treatment of chronic intestinal diseases such as ulcerative colitis, *Crohn’s* disease, and pouchitis. *E coli* (Nissle 1917), the yeast *Saccharomyces boulardii*, *Lactobacillus GG*, and VSL® #3, a cocktail of eight different strains, have been used successfully in human pathology.

Several significant flaws however limit the importance of many of the probiotic trials, such as inclusion of too few patients, too low a dose of the control drug, too limited a period of observation, or the association of the probiotic with other drugs. *Crohn’s* disease is a heterogeneous condition with different pathological behaviours. More than 70% of *Crohn’s* disease patients are operated on during their lifetime, and 70–90% show endoscopic recurrence within one year. When all of the diseased gut is removed at surgery, the resected patient in remission represents the best candidate for testing a drug for prevention of recurrence. *Lactobacillus rhamnosus* strain GG (LGG) was discovered in 1985. LGG can survive and colonise the human intestine and adhere to intestinal cells. When administered to 14 children with *Crohn’s* disease, LGG was recently shown to increase the mucosal IgA immune response and thereby increase the immunological defences of the gut.

The aim of this randomised placebo controlled trial was to determine if the probiotic LGG, given by mouth for a period of one year, could prevent the appearance of *Crohn’s* disease recurrent lesions after surgery or reduce their severity.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Patients**

Patients were eligible for the study if they were aged at least 18 years and were scheduled for curative resection for *Crohn’s* disease. Inclusion criteria were: a diagnosis of *Crohn’s* disease, confirmed by surgical specimens; complete resection of all diseased intestine, as shown by inspection at surgery; ability to start oral nutrition and therefore the trial itself within 10 days of operation; and informed written consent.

Exclusion criteria were: pregnancy and lactation; postoperative septic complications; presence of other concomitant important disease; active perianal disease; presence of *Crohn’s* disease in other intestinal tracts; need for antibiotics for more than 10 days after surgery; intake of steroids for more than 30 days; and more than 10 days after surgery for the control drug.

**Methods**

Patients were randomly allocated to receive 12 billion colony forming units of *Lactobacillus GG* or identical placebo. Clinical recurrence was ascertained in three [16.6%] patients who received *Lactobacillus GG* and in two [10.5%] who received placebo. Nine of 15 patients in clinical remission on *Lactobacillus GG* [60%] had endoscopic recurrence compared with six of 17 [35.3%] on placebo [p=0.297]. There were no significant differences in the severity of the lesions between the two groups.

**Conclusions:** *Lactobacillus GG* seems neither to prevent endoscopic recurrence at one year nor reduce the severity of recurrent lesions.

**Abbreviations:** CDAI, *Crohn’s* disease activity index; LGG, *Lactobacillus GG*; cfu, colony forming units.
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LGG (Dicoflor 60; Dicofarm, Rome, Italy) consisted of 2.46 g bags each containing LGG 6 billion colony forming units (cfu) and was administered as a dose of 6 billion cfu twice daily. LGG belongs to Lactobacillus casei subspecies rhamnosus, isolated by Goldin and Gorbach. The placebo consisted of bags of identical appearance to the probiotic. Each bag contained maltodextrines 2.060 mg, sorbitol 400 mg, and silicic dioxide 5 mg. The taste and smell of the active substance and placebo were the same.

Study design

The study was performed as a single centre, 52 week, prospective, randomised, double blind, placebo controlled trial. Using computerised randomisation in blocks of two, patients were allocated to receive bags of either Dicoflor 60 or placebo. The study drugs were administered orally, one bag twice daily, morning and afternoon, dissolved in half a glass of water, for 52 weeks. Treatment was started as soon as patients could take solid food by mouth after operation but not later than 10 days after surgery. Follow up visits were carried out after 13, 26, 39, and 52 weeks of treatment. Compliance with the study drugs was checked by the investigator by counting the number of the bags returned at each visit. Ileocolonoscopy was performed at the end of the trial or at any period in case of recurrent symptoms. Treatment failure during the study period was defined as the appearance of Crohn’s disease symptoms and/or signs which needed additional medical treatment or operation. Failure was also defined as an increase in CDAI to more than 150 points, confirmed at a second visit a week later. The CDAI was calculated at all postoperative visits. Patients were provided with a diary card which was completed by the patients themselves during the week before the visit. In the event of treatment failure, endoscopy with biopsies was performed to confirm recurrence. The study was conducted in compliance with Good Clinical Practice and international research ethics standards.

Outcome measurements

The primary parameter for determination of drug efficacy was reduction of endoscopic recurrence rate at 12 months or reduction in the severity of recurrent lesions. To evaluate the degree of recurrent inflammation, the endoscopic scoring system (0–4) of Rutgeerts et al was used. Endoscopic recurrence was defined as the presence of grade 2 or higher, and severe recurrence as grade 3 or 4. Colonoscopy with inspection of the ileocolonic anastomosis and the neoterminal ileum was carried out after 52 weeks of treatment or when the patient was withdrawn from the study because of clinical symptoms. The secondary outcome measure was reduction of clinical recurrence rate. Clinical recurrence was defined as an increase in CDAI to more than 150 points, confirmed by endoscopic signs of inflammation. Laboratory assessment

Complete blood count, and serum iron and ferritin were analysed at each clinic visit for assessment of inflammatory activity. Serum creatinine, alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase, alkaline phosphatase, and urine analysis were also evaluated at each visit to assess possible toxicity. Statistical analysis

To analyse differences between treatment groups, we used a two sided test for the difference in proportions: Z tests were reported when the expected frequency for each cell in the crosstabulation was five or greater. When the expected frequency was less than five in at least one cell, Fisher’s exact test was reported. Values for all of these tests were considered significant at p<0.05.

RESULTS

Patients

Forty five consecutive patients (29 men and 16 women) who fulfilled the enrolment criteria entered into the study between May 1998 and March 2000. Twenty three were randomised to receive LGG and 22 to receive placebo. Demographic and disease characteristics did not differ significantly between the two groups but a higher percentage of patients treated with LGG were smokers (p=0.410) (table 1). Although not significant, there was also a difference with respect to disease location: 16 patients (69.6%) who received LGG had ileitis compared with 19 (86.4%) who received placebo. The most common indication for surgery in both groups was obstructive symptoms.

Patient withdrawal

Overall, 13 (28.8%) of the randomised patients (8 (34.7%) in the LGG group and 5 (22.7%) in the placebo group) withdrew before completing the trial (table 2). Non-compliance with the study procedures caused early termination in three patients. Five patients discontinued the study for protocol violations: three (two in the LGG group and one in the placebo group) withdrew from the study because of complications after surgery which needed antibiotic therapy. Other reasons for

| Table 1 Baseline characteristics of patients in the Lactobacillus GG (LGG) and placebo groups |
|------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                    | LGG (n=23)      | Placebo (n=22)  | p Value         |
| Male                               | 14 (60.8%)      | 15 (68.2%)      | 0.841           |
| Age [y] (mean [range])             | 37.3 (22–71)    | 36.2 (22–64)    | 0.410           |
| Smoker                             | 10 (43.5%)      | 6 (27.3%)       | 0.410           |
| Disease duration [y] (mean [range])| 6.5 (0.6–21)    | 7.4 (1–19)      |                |
| Disease location                     |                |                |                |
| Ileum                              | 16 (69.6%)      | 19 (86.4%)      | 0.319           |
| Ileum-colon                        | 5 (21.7%)       | 2 (9.1%)        | 0.448           |
| Colon                              | 2 (8.7%)        | 1 (4.5%)        | 0.968           |
| Previous resection                 | 5 (21.7%)       | 6 (27.3%)       | 0.932           |
| Primary indication for surgery     |                |                |                |
| Obstruction                        | 17 (74.0%)      | 15 (68.2%)      | 0.924           |
| Fistula                            | 6 (26.0%)       | 4 (18.2%)       | 0.780           |
| Failure of medical therapy         | 0               | 3 (13.6%)       | 0.217           |

There were no statistically significant differences.
protocol violation were the presence of residual disease in the ileum diagnosed after operation in one patient receiving LGG and the use of antibiotics for a perianal abscess in a patient who received placebo.

Clinical recurrence was suspected in three patients (16.6%) on LGG, one at 24 weeks, one at 29 weeks, and one at 46 weeks (mean CDAI 222), and in two patients (10.5%) on placebo, one at 13 weeks and one at 15 weeks (mean CDAI 216) (fig 1). Ileocolonoscopy confirmed severe recurrence (scores 3–4) in all patients with symptoms. No patient was withdrawn for adverse events.

**Adverse events**

Two patients who received LGG and six who received placebo suffered adverse events. A suture stitch suppuration and a mild increase in alanine aminotransferase were reported both in the LGG group and in the placebo group. In the placebo group, acne (one case), nausea (one case), mild haematuria (one case), and a depressive state (one case) were also recorded. In all cases the events were not considered trial related and in no patient did they cause interruption of the study.

Among patients in clinical remission, diarrhoea, bloating, and meteorism did not differ between the two groups.

**DISCUSSION**

The pathogenic role of bacteria in Crohn’s disease is supported by both experimental and clinical data. The most striking clinical observations are: (1) the efficacy of antibiotics in modulating the intestinal flora in the treatment of active Crohn’s disease, and (2) the fact that recurrence of lesions in patients operated on for complicated Crohn’s disease followed the reintroduction of luminal content into the gut. The reduction in the harmful effect of the bacterial flora by antibiotics has been shown to be useful not only in the active phases of disease but also in reducing the rate of ileal postoperative recurrence and clinical symptoms in operated patients.

Experimental models have suggested that certain bacteria—for example, bacteroides species—are particularly pathogenic while the lactobacilli species seem to have a protective effect. When all of the diseased gut is removed by surgery, the operated patient provides an optimal testing ground for assessing the effect of luminal bacteria in causing new lesions. In fact in a recent trial, metronidazole, an antibiotic active against bacteriodes and clostridia, given immediately after surgery, reduced the appearance of recurrent lesions and their severity at three months.

Probiotics have been shown to be effective in ulcerative colitis and in the prevention of pouchitis recurrence. Few data however have been reported with regard to Crohn’s disease.

The probiotic used in our study was LGG. LGG, which is of human origin, has been shown to survive in and colonise the human intestine. It can adhere to the colonic mucosa and has been shown to be effective in treating several forms of acute diarrhoea, including rotavirus diarrhoea, travellers’ diarrhoea, and relapsing *Clostridium difficile* infection. In Crohn’s disease, a study has suggested that LGG may have the potential to promote the gut’s immunological defence.

Moreover, LGG has been shown to decrease the response towards the body’s own and foreign *Bacteroides fragilis* and *E coli* in healthy volunteers.

To our knowledge this is the first randomised controlled trial that has used a probiotic alone in the prevention of Crohn’s disease recurrence after surgery. It is also the first trial

| Table 2 Clinical and endoscopic remission in the *Lactobacillus* GG (LGG) and placebo groups |
|----------------------------------|------------------------------|-----------------|--------------|
|                                 | LGG (n=23)                  | Placebo (n=22)  | p Value      |
| Non-compliance (%)              | 2 (8.7)                     | 1 (4.5)         | 0.968        |
| Protocol violation (%)          | 3 (13.0)                    | 2 (9.0)         | 1.000        |
| Clinical remission* (%)         | 13 (58.3)                   | 17 (89.4)       | 0.948        |
| Endoscopic remission† (%)       | 6 (40.0)                    | 11 (64.7)       | 0.243        |
| Score 0                         | 1                            | 9               |              |
| Score 1                         | 5                            | 2               |              |
| Score 2                         | 9                            | 6 (35.3)        | 0.297        |
| Score 3                         | 3                            | 3               |              |
| Score 4                         | 2                            | 4               |              |
| Score 5                         | 4                            | 3               |              |

*Crohn’s disease activity index ≤150 after 52 weeks of therapy.
†Endoets score: 0=1=remission; 2=4=recurrence.
There were no statistically significant differences.
which has given a clear negative result among other more positively slanted studies. The basic idea of the study was that countering the harmful gut flora (the possible cause of recurrent lesions in Crohn’s disease) with a beneficial bacterium would prevent the appearance of lesions or reduce their severity. Because of the small number of patients, this study should be considered a pilot trial. However, the results are strengthened because of the strict criteria adopted for patient enrolment, surgery, and endoscopic control which was performed in only one centre.

Moreover, the trial had a certain number of non-evaluable patients because of protocol violations. Unfortunately, protocol violations are a relatively frequent event when patients are enrolled immediately after operation. In four of our five cases, complications after surgery requiring antibiotic therapy were the cause. Another criticism could be that no evaluation of the faecal microflora was performed but we do not know whether the bacterial flora in stools reflects the flora found in the mucosa.

The percentage recurrence in our study, both symptomatic and endoscopic, was lower than that reported in other studies. Consequently, a high placebo response may have obscured the efficacy of the probiotic. Our trial however selected patients with a relatively milder disease because of the exclusion criteria: patients who needed antibiotics or who were unable to stop steroids after surgery were excluded from the trial. Other exclusion criteria eliminated patients unable to take oral food by 10 days, or with concomitant perianal disease. Moreover, more than 70% of the study population had ileal disease and were operated on for obstruction, two characteristics with a lower recurrence tendency. All of these exclusions produced a group of patients who should have had a reduced one year rate of recurrence. Sixty five per cent of patients who received placebo were in remission at 12 months compared with 40% who received LGG. More severe endoscopic recurrences also occurred in the LGG group. We believe that these non-statistically significant differences are due to chance and/or to the higher number of smokers in the LGG group.

We can also speculate however that any form of bacteria can become an antigenic stimulus and consequently be the cause of the increased recurrences and severe recurrent lesions found in the group treated with the probiotic.

The discouragingly negative result of this first well controlled study on a probiotic is in sharp contrast with previous positive studies. How can we reconcile these diverging data?

Firstly, the positive results with probiotics in other studies are open to question: in some there were be too few patients, and another too short a period of observation, and in others still a concomitant use of other drugs active in Crohn’s disease. In the VSL# 3 trial prevention of recurrence of Crohn’s disease after surgery, the antibiotic administered for three months could have reduced the recurrence rate at one year, as in fact occurred in the metronidazole trial.

The different type of lesion and possibly also the difference in pathogenesis could be another explanation for the discrepant responses to probiotic therapy in ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease.

Furthermore, differences between our negative result and other positive studies could be explained by the different types of probiotics used. Direct comparison between different probiotic strains has not been performed and consequently it is not advisable to extrapolate the results from one strain to other strains. We have learned from laboratory studies that the efficacy of one probiotic may not be the same in all patients, or even in the same patient at different stages of disease. In a recent study, development of colitis in interleukin 10 deficient mice was attenuated by Lactobacillus plantarum but not by LGG.

Given that the resident human gut flora is composed of approximately 400–500 bacterial strains, one strain alone might not exert a competitive action in the human intestine. In addition, VSL# 3, which was efficaciously employed in the study on pouchitis, was given at a dosage of 1800 billion of eight bacterial strains while we administered 12 billion cfu of only one strain (LGG).

Could a higher bacterial concentration and a mixture of various strains enhance the competitive interaction with commensal and pathogenic flora? The answer to this question can only come from investigations into the mechanism by which probiotics may prevent inflammation, followed by more randomised trials.
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